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From the manufacturer

Pure tone and good resonance "Suzuki Tonechime"
A unique hammer mechanism and carefully selected materials produce a wonderful tone. The timbre echoes gently not only to the listeners but also to the
performer's heart, providing comfort.

The instrument is easy to play and anyone can easily play a song.

The tonechime has the whole range of 4 octaves and a half. The core of these is the basic set ”HB-250”. There are 3 types of additional sound sets, and you
can expand the range up to 4 octaves and a half by arranging them.

In addition, there are two types(HB-160 & HB-100) of tonechimes that are affordable and small in size for the beginners to start enjoying this instrument.

How to make a sound with tonechime?
Shake your arm forward widely to produce sound. Although the image on the left is playing while standing, you can also play while sitting.

It would be nice to play with the feeling that the sound will be echoed without any force.
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Basic 25notes
set HB-250

Add on set HB-
120A

Add on set HB-
120B

Add on set HB-
7C

Simple set HB-
160

Simple set HB-
100

Range 2 Octave
Chromatic Set 25

Notes g1~g3 /
(Display tone name

G4~G6)

3rd Octave Add-on
set 12 Notes

c1~f#1•g#3~c4 /
(Display tone name
C4~F#4 •G#6~C7)

4th Octave Add-on
set 12 Notes g~b •
c#4~g4 / (Display

tone name G3~B3 •
C#7~G7)

5th Lower Octave
Add-on set c~f# /

(Display tone name
C3~F#3)

16 Notes Diatonic
Set a1~f3 (bb1,

F#2, bb2) / (Display
tone name A4~F6,
A4#/B4b, F5#/G5b,

A5#/B5b)

10 Notes Diatonic
Set c3~c4(f#3, bb3)

/ (Display tone
name C6~C7,

F#6/Gb6, A#6, Bb6)

Material Body: Aluminum
alloy, Head: Rubber

Body: Aluminum
alloy, Head: Rubber

Body: Aluminum
alloy, Head: Rubber

Body: Aluminum
alloy, Head: Rubber

Body: Aluminum
alloy, Head: Rubber

Body: Aluminum
alloy, Head: Rubber

Case measure 400 × 160 × 760
mm

400 × 170 × 590
mm

700 × 120 × 350
mm

985 × 125 × 510
mm

580 × 80 × 370 mm 340 × 80 × 280 mm

The tone chime has a long continuous sound, so if you want to stop the sound, put the tip of tonechime bar on your shoulder.

Please check video in this product page for more information.

Tonechime range table
The tone chime has four octave and a half
in full range. Check the range of the 6
types of set in this table. The range table
can also be seen well in Suzuki music
global website.

Pitch names are written in alphabets
Since it is written in alphabets, you can
immediately understand the note name.
The numbers on the right side represent
the range.

With staff notation
The notation is written one octave lower
than the actual sound. As it is difficult to
read it in the actual notation, so it is set at
the most readable position.

Music range and letter notation

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B08C2HGMGD/ref=emc_b_5_i
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B00CNGVVMK/ref=emc_b_5_i
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B0062ER9MU/ref=emc_b_5_i
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B0011ELM9W/ref=emc_b_5_i
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B0062EQ4QC/ref=emc_b_5_i
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B0062EOR9S/ref=emc_b_5_i
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B08C2HGMGD/ref=emc_b_5_t
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B00CNGVVMK/ref=emc_b_5_t
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B0062ER9MU/ref=emc_b_5_t
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B0011ELM9W/ref=emc_b_5_t
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B0062EQ4QC/ref=emc_b_5_t
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B0062EOR9S/ref=emc_b_5_t
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Weight 11.5kg 9.5kg 7.9kg 16.5kg 5.3kg 2.5kg

Accessories Heavy Duty Travel
Case (HBC-250),

Hexagon stick
spanner x 3, head

felt x 5

Heavy Duty Travel
Case (HBC-250)

Case (HBC-120B) Case (HBC-7),
Hexagon stick
spanner x 3

Case (HBC-160),
Hexagon stick
spanner x 1

Case (HBC-100),
Hexagon stick
spanner x 1

Remark A basic set of 2
octaves, which is
the center of the
tone chime range
in 4 octaves and a

half.

12-tone set that
expands the range

up and down in
addition to HB-250.

HB-250 and HB-
120A cover 3

octaves.

12-tone set that
expands the range

up and down by
adding to HB-250

and HB-120A.
Three sets of HB-
250, HB-120A and
HB-120B cover 4

octaves.

7-tone set that
expands the bass
range adding to

HB-250, HB-120A
and HB-120B.

An affordable 16-
note set suitable for

those who are
thinking of playing a
simple song using
one octave. Small
size and easy to

carry.

10-note set of one
octave + two

chromatic. A handy
set suitable for
those who are

thinking of playing
sounds.


